Multilingualism

We promote multilingualism because we acknowledge it is value!

Our common working language is English.

Diversity and inclusivity are YUFE values

The principles of diversity and inclusivity apply within the whole YUFE Alliance.

At YUFE we promote:

✔ Accessibility: No one is excluded.
✔ Openness: Accessible to all.
✔ Gender-sensitive language: as neutral as possible in addressing people and in writing. We understand that gender is not binary.

At YUFE we position ourselves against:

✘ Bias: Tendency towards or against a person or group, especially in a way that is considered unfair.
✘ Othering: Creating a distance from a group whose characteristics, needs and skills are considered as special. This usually happens within a power imbalance.
✘ Stereotypes: A widely held but fixed and over-simplified image or idea of a particular person or group.
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YUFE is for everyone!
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